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Abstract
Being aware of the importance of Information Extraction (IE) in supporting innovation in
many areas of library services, the authors begin to construct a Chinese information extraction
system to effectively process huge Chinese information resources. Based on experiments and
comparisons of some popular IE systems, the authors bring forth a Chinese IE solution which
makes full use of GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) system from University of
Sheffield, trying to develop a Chinese IE plug-in to process Chinese information resource based on
GATE framework. After more than one years of working, the authors implemented this system.
The article here analyses the framework of GATE system, describes the Chinese IE solution
based on the GATE system, focuses on three key difficulties in the process of implementing Chinese
information extraction system, which are Chinese tokenizing problem, professional gazetteers and
Chinese named entity recognition. (1) Chinese tokenizing is a problem because language structure
of Chinese is very flexible and performing word segmentation of Chinese language is very difficult.
To solve this problem, the open source software named ICTCLAS (Institute of Computing
Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis System) from CAS is integrated into this system. (2) In GATE
system, to aid named entity recognition, a set of gazetteer lists is provided. But the gazetteer lists
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provided by GATE is just for English named entity recognition, not for Chinese. To lay a good
foundation for Chinese named entity recognition, the authors have collected and developed over
100 Megabyte of Chinese professional gazetteers that can be used by GATE system. (3) GATE
system use JAPE (a Java Annotation Patterns Engine) grammars to write rules to recognize NE
(named entity). Because grammar of Chinese is quite different from that of English, the JAPE rules
provided by GATE are not suitable for Chinese texts. The authors keep in use JAPE grammars and
rewrite over one hundred of JAPE rules to succeed in the Chinese named entity recognition.
The authors also carry out an experiment in which the Chinese IE system successfully extracts
thousands of pieces of science and technology news. The authors believe this system is a significant
trial and lays a good foundation for the future research works.

Keywords: Chinese Information Extraction; Digital Library; Natural Language Processing;
GATE; Innovations in Library Services
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1 Introduction
In 2001,Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) initiated Chinese National Science Digital
Library (CSDL) program[1] and the Library of CAS became the one who implement the CSDL. The
mission of CSDL is to develop and maintain a integrated digital information environment for
researcher and graduated students working in CAS research institutes across the country, to provide
reliable one-stop information services to help reader use high quality resources efficiently.
After nearly 5 years of development, CSDL became one of the most noticeable digital library
projects all over China, which have abundant information resources and a wide range of
information services:
z CSDL provided abundant digital information resources for their users. Including
resources like full text STM journals, conference proceedings, theses and dissertations
(ETDs), patents, reference books, and e-books. For e-journals alone, CSDL now covers
more than 6000 core western STM journals and 10000 Chinese ones. CSDL also set up
a supply chain system, which let user of CSDL could get the document from 15000
journals in one day.
z CSDL developed a wide range of information systems to support networked services
including union catalogs, federated database search, document delivery, digital
reference, MyLibrary customization, and remote authentication.
z Carried out lots of training and propaganda program to help researchers and students
understand and use the services of CSDL.
Now, CSDL become one of the key research facility to researcher and graduated students of
CAS. They got so used to using CSDL that failure of network services of CSDL are now become
the worst disasters for our library.
With rapid development of Chinese science and technology, the information requirement of
researcher and graduated students of CAS also changed rapidly. Facing vast outpouring of
academic literature and other research information, the users of CSDL find using traditional
information retrieval methods is not sufficient because the number of documents returned in
response to a query is huge. They want to:
z Get rid of the information noise so that they can efficiently identify potentially
interesting features and accurately locate, extract, gather and make use of knowledge
encoded in electronically available literature.
z Effectively get a comprehensive view of recent development of domain related to them,
including drawing up precise and tailored summaries personalized to the researchers.
z Disclose significant relationships between information, excavate richer seams of
electronic research material and discover new knowledge from digital information.
From another point of view, the librarians of CSDL also want to improve the service standard of
CSDL. In addition to information retrieval and information delivery, the librarians of CSDL think
about how to turn the digital library into a knowledge repository, try to find suitable solutions to
make good use of the vast amounts of academic literature and data held in CSDL and develop
automatic tools for analyzing large textual collections.
Information Extraction (IE) is the emerging technology serves to our needs.
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2 IE and Its Potential function in Innovations in Library Services
From 2004, CSDL initiates several projects involved in using Information Extraction (IE)
technology in digital library environment, trying to apply IE to bring innovation in library services.
From 2005, we also got support from National Social Sciences Foundation of China (NSSF),
focusing on implementing knowledge extraction from digital resources.

2.1 Information Extraction (IE)
Information extraction (IE) is a term that has come to be applied to the activity of automatically
extracting pre-specified sorts of information from natural language texts[2]. Its aim is to extract
structured, contextually-dependant knowledge from existing information, typically unstructured
text, in order to enhance the use and reuse of that information. Hamish defines information
extraction as a process that takes texts (and sometimes speech) as input and produces fixed-format,
unambiguous data as output[3]. IE also can be seen as the activity of populating a structured
information source (or database) from an unstructured, or free text, information source. This
structured information source (or database) is then used for some other purposes: for searching or
analysis using conventional database queries or data-mining techniques; for generating a summary;
for constructing indices into the source texts.
US Government initiatives such as the Message Understanding Conference (MUC)[4],
TIPSTER[5], and ACE (Automatic Content Extraction) [6]promote the development of Information
Extraction technology and pave the way for the creation of many current Information Extraction
systems. MUC program split Information Extraction into five tasks:
z Named Entity recognition (NE). Finds and classifies names, places, etc.
z Coreference resolution (CO). Identifies identity relations between entities.
z Template Element construction (TE). Adds descriptive information to NE results (using
CO).
z Template Relation construction (TR). Finds relations between TE entities.
z Scenario Template production (ST). Fits TE and TR results into specified event
scenarios.
In simpler terms: NE is about finding entities; CO about which entities and references (such as
pronouns) refer to the same thing; TE about what attributes entities have; TR about what
relationships between entities there are; ST about events that the entities participate in.
The simplest and most reliable IE technology is Named Entity recognition. NE systems identify
all the names of people, places, organizations, dates, amounts of money, etc. In scientific and
technological text, recognition of term in one domain has more value. Of course, recognition of
terms in text is not the ultimate aim: terms should be also related to existing knowledge and/or to
each other.

2.2 IE and Innovations in Library Services
We believe information extraction will play a very important role in coping with the huge
collections of digital information and bring innovations in library services. After carefully study,
we find IE can provide helps in automatic annotation of digital materials, automatic acquisition of
metadata, improving data mining in information analysis, developing knowledge base from free
text, and generating answers in digital reference system[7].
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Automatic annotation and metadata creation
Semantic annotation is used to create metadata linking the text to one or more ontologies.
Libraries need to annotate digital information and create metadata to both enable better information
retrieval and empower semantically aware agents. Most of the current metadata creation is based on
human centered annotation, very often completely manual. Manual annotation is difficult, time
consuming and expensive.
There are several projects on automatic (or semi-automatic) annotation and metadata creation.
For example, MnM[8], S-CREAM (Semi-automatic CREAtion of Metadata)[9], and AERODAML[10]
explore semi-automatic methods to help human create metadata from digital resources. While
SemTag[11], KIM[12] and hTechsight[13], try to automatically create metadata from large volumes of
text.
Automatic annotation generally relies on ontology-based IE techniques. Take KIM for example,
KIM is a platform has been implemented for semantic annotation, indexing, and retrieval services.
Its aim is to use massive automatic semantic annotation tools to create metadata, which is needed
for the Semantic Web to happen. In order to achieve this, KIM reuses existing human language
technology (HLT), and especially Information Extraction (IE) technology. In fact KIM apply
GATE[14] to build a semantically enhanced information extraction system to reach the goal.
Improving data mining in information analysis
Information analysis is becoming more and more important for research library. Large-scale
data analysis plays an increasingly important role in information analysis. Detection of many types
of evidence requires recognizing and drawing useful inferences from information embedded or
implicit in huge quantities of data. Important aspects of data analysis include data mining
(discovering relevant information in databases). But in order to get enough structured data for
analysis, one should find a way to effectively turn free texts into structured, fixed-format data.
Information extraction, which finds stereotypical patterns of information in free or semi-structured
text, can make great contribution to this.
Developing knowledge base from free text
A knowledge base is helpful for librarian to carry out information services. In order to support
scientists to carry out their research, some statistical and numeric databases, terminological
database, and fact sheets are needed to setup by research librarian. Information Extraction can help
librarian build knowledge base from free text.
Now, there exist several systems using Information Extraction to generate knowledge base.
SOBA (SmartWeb Ontology-Based Annotation)[15] is one of them. It is a sub-component of the
SmartWeb multi-modal dialog system. SOBA can automatically populate a knowledge base by
extracting information from soccer match reports found on the web. The extracted information is
defined with respect to an underlying ontology (SWIntO: SmartWeb Integrated Ontology). In
SOBA, information extraction, knowledge base updates and reasoning are tightly interleaved. It
also integrates information from heterogeneous sources (semi-structured data such as tables,
unstructured text, images and image captions) on a semantic level in the knowledge base.
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Generating answers in digital reference system
Most research libraries establish digital reference service to answer reader’s questions in a
digital environment. Almost every reference librarian cares about how he (she) can answer
information seekers’ questions effectively and efficiently. Reference librarians need some useful
tools for assisting them. Can they get answers directly from information systems?
Natural language QA (Question Answering) is the right one to study how information system
can generate an answer from a potentially huge collection of natural language texts. Many
researchers now believe information extraction is very important for generation answer and carry
out many tests to prove it[16].

3. Constructing a Chinese Information Extraction System
As we can see information extraction is very important to support innovation in library services.
Then how to build an information extraction system that can process Chinese text? CSDL try to
find an effective way to build an information extraction system suitable for its use.
There are now several information extraction systems available. Such as KEA[17], ANP (Arizona
Noun Phraser)[18], TIES (Trainable Information Extraction System)[19], GATE (General
Architecture for Text Engineering) etc. Some of them are open source software.
Based on experiments and comparisons of current IE systems, the authors bring forth a Chinese
IE solution which makes full use of GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) system
from University of Sheffield, trying to develop a Chinese IE plug-in to process Chinese information
resource based on GATE framework. After more than one years of working, the authors
implemented this system.

3.1 Information Extraction in GATE
GATE is an architecture, development environment and framework for building systems that
process human language. As its developer put it, GATE is an architecture, or organizational
structure, for language processing software; a framework, or class library, that implements the
architecture and can be used to embed language processing capabilities in diverse applications; and
a development environment built on top of the framework made up of convenient graphical tools
for developing components[20].
In GATE system, every thing is defined as components – the reusable unit and the GATE
framework provides resource discovery and loading facilities to supports various kinds of input
output operations. There are three kinds of components in GATE system:
z Language Resources (LRs) store some kind of linguistic data such as documents, corpora,
ontologies and provide services for accessing it.
z Processing Resources (PRs) are resources whose character is principally programatic or
algorithmic such as a POS tagger or a parser.
z Visual Resources (VRs) are graphical components that are displayed by the user
interface.
There is a set of reusable processing resources provided with GATE, which forms an
information system named ANNIE (A Nearly-New IE system). ANNIE consists of the main
processing resources for Information Extraction such as: tokeniser, sentence splitter, POS tagger,
gazetteer, finite state transducer and orthomatcher.
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Figure 1. Workflow of ANNIE[21]
There are also lots of additional processing resources which are not part of ANNIE itself but
which come with the default installation of GATE. Such as gazetteer collector, processing resources
for machine learning, various exporters, annotation set transfer etc.

Figure 2, Using ANNIE for information extraction from English text
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ANNIE is suitable for extracting information from English text. The tokeniser, sentence splitter
and orthomatcher of ANNIE are basically language, domain and application-independent. While
the POS tagger is language dependent but domain and application-independent. Typically a new
application can directly use most of the core components from ANNIE (see figure2) to extract basic
named entities such as date, name, job title, organization etc. But if you want to do more complex
extraction, for example extracting term from a domain, you need to modify the gazetteer lists and
rewrite JAPE grammars. Sometime, you may also require additional PRs.
GATE is a unicode-based infrastructure and, as the developer said, supports multilingual
Information Extraction. We find GATE can process Chinese text. In fact, the standard GATE suite
already includes some resources (such as gazetteer lists, grammar, tagger, tokeniser, segmenter) to
support information extraction from Chinese text. But its performance with Chinese text is not so
good as with English one (see figure3).

Figure 3. Chinese information extraction from standard GATE suite is not so good

3.2 Key difficulties for Chinese information extraction based on GATE
After carefully study GATE system and the nature of Chinese language, the authors figure out
there are three key problems need to be solved to improve the performance of Chinese Information
Extraction in GATE system:
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Chinese tokenizing
In order to perform tokenizing, the applications need to know where the words are in a sentence
of text. For many languages, this is a relatively “easy” task: words are separated by white space and
punctuation. Chinese, in comparison, is written without any separation between words. White
space serves little or no purpose. You cannot find any spaces between every character at all. So one
of the research areas for Chinese language processing is to perform Chinese words segmentation,
taking a sentence with no spaces and breaking it into words. Because language structure of Chinese
is very flexible , so performing word segmentation of Chinese language is very difficult.
We can look at a simple sentence.

(I am a Chinese)
It can be broken into several forms with segmenter:

……
So we can see it is not an easy task to correctly break a sentence into right form. Standard GATE
suite do not perform Chinese word segmentation. In it’s plug-in, GATE provides a segmenter, but
we think a better one is needed.
Chinese gazetteers
In GATE system, to aid named entity recognition, a set of gazetteer lists is provided. The
gazetteer lists provided by GATE for English named entity recognition is very abundant. The
gazetteer lists of Chinese plug-in take the form of the gazetteer lists of ANNIE, but it is much
simple and short.
In fact, GATE system provides some simple gazetteers such as date, time, organization, location,
money, province etc. But for a flexible language like Chinese, the list is very limited.
To lay a good foundation for Chinese named entity recognition, we need to enrich the GATE
gazetteer lists.
Chinese named entity recognition
GATE system uses JAPE (a Java Annotation Patterns Engine) grammars to write rules to
recognize NE (named entity). A semantic tagger of GATE consists of a set of rule-based JAPE
grammars run sequentially. The grammars contain hand-written pattern-action rules which
recognize e.g. annotations from the POS tagger and gazetter, and combine them to produce new NE
annotaiton over patterns. JAPE is a pattern-matching language. The LHS (Left Hand Side) of each
rule contains patterns to be matched, and the RHS (Right Hand Side) contains details of annotations
(and optionally features) to be created.
For example, a rule might recognize a first name (from the gazetter module) followed by a
proper noun (from the POS tagger), and annotate this pattern as a person. This rule could be written
in JAPE as follows:
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Rule: Person1
(
{Lookup.majorType == firstname}
{Token.category == NNP}
):lable
-->
:lable.Person = { rule = ”Person1” }
Because grammar of Chinese is quite different from that of English, the JAPE rules provided by
GATE are not suitable for Chinese texts. We need to rewrite JAPE rules to implement Chinese
information extraction.

3.3 Solutions to the problems
In the process of implementing Chinese Information Extraction system based on GATE, we
need to overcome the three key problems we said just. After carefully planning, a total solution to
the problems is brought forth (figure 4).
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Figure 4. The total solution to Chinese Information Extraction system based on GATE
There are three main tasks we have done to implement this solution.
Integrating ICTCLAS to perform words segmentation
ICTCLAS (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis System) is an open
source Chinese lexical analysis system developed by Institute of Computing Technology of
Chinese Academy of Sciences. It uses an approach based on multi-layer HMM, including word
segmentation, Part-Of-Speech tagging and unknown words recognition. Its segmentation precision
is 97.58%. The recalling rates of unknown words recognized using roles tagging achieve more than
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90%. Especially, the recalling of Chinese person names achieve nearly 98%. The speed for word
segmentation and POS tagging is 31.5KB/s.
ICTCLAS is a good choice to enhance the Chinese words segmentation for GATE system. But
in order to integrate ICTCLAS to GATE system, we have to do some developing. Because
ICTCLAS is written by C/C++ language, while GATE is written by pure java language. In order to
invoke dynamic link libraries of ICTCLAS in GATE system, we use Java Native Interface (JNI)
from Java Development Kit (JDK) to solve the problem. In figure 5, the left part is the original
Chinese text, and the right part is output of ICTCLAS invoked by GATE. Since GATE support
Unicode, so the text with words separated by white space is suitable for GATE to take as input.

Figure 5. Output of ICTCLAS invoked by GATE
Developing Chinese gazetteers to enrich GATE language resources
In GATE system, the gazetteer lists used are plain text files, with one entry per line. Each list
represents a set of names, such as names of cities, organizations, days of the week, etc. An index
file (lists.def) is used to access these lists; for each list, a major type is specified and, optionally, a
minor type.
In the example below, the first column refers to the list name, the second column to the major
type, and the third to the minor type. These lists are compiled into finite state machines. Any text
tokens that are matched by these machines will be annotated with features specifying the major and
minor types.
city_china.lst:location:city
city_world.lst:location:city
company.lst:organization:company
company_CHN.lst:organization:company_CHN
During the process of developing Chinese gazetteer, we have made full use of the features of
library, which is full of dictionaries, name lists, gazetteers etc. We also collect many resources from
Internet. Now we have accumulated about 100MB of Chinese gazetteers suitable for domain based
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information extraction. The table below is the gazetteers we used for common Chinese named
entities recognition.
Table 1.Chinese gazetteer we prepared
for common Chinese named entities recognition
Gazetteers

Number of entry

Organization name

2100

Chinese city name

1309

World city name

140

Foreign company name

1241

Chinese company name

435

Media company name

147

Country name

222

County name

2189

Chinese university

1003

Resort name

331

Female name

2416

Institutes name

2100

Male name

2654

Keywords of organization

912

Rewriting JAPE rules to recognize Chinese NE
Because grammar of Chinese is quite different from that of English, we need to rewrite JAPE
rules to make GATE suitable for processing Chinese texts.
A simple comparison is listed below. For example the JAPE rule recognizes English time like
“10 o'clock”.
Rule: TimeOClock
// Recognizing English time like “10 o'clock”.
(
{Lookup.minorType == hour}//look into the hour.lst to find 1,2,3 etc.
{Token.string == "o"}
{Token.string == "'"}
{Token.string == "clock"}
)
:time
-->
:time.TempTime = {kind = "positive", rule = "TimeOClock"}
. So the JAPE rule should be rewritten like
In Chinese, “10 o’clock” is
below to make GATE could extract Chinese way of time expression.
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Altogether, we have rewritten about one hundred of JAPE rules to make the Chinese named
entity recognition more precise.

4 Tests and Evaluation
After more than one years of working, we implemented the system. We also carry out an
experiment in which the Chinese IE system successfully extracts thousands of pieces of science and
technology news.
Figure 6 shows the result of Chinese information extraction using the system we developed.
Compared with figure 3 we tested before, you can see many named entities could not be recognized
in standard GATE suit can be figure out now.
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Figure 6. Results of Chinese information extraction using the system we developed

5 Conclusions
Although we carried out a successful experiment and got a good evaluation for our Chinese
information extraction system, there are still many works we need to do for more efficient use. We
think it is a significant start of applying information extraction technology in our library and it will
lay a good foundation for our future research works to support innovations in library services. Now
we are going to make a proposal for trying to integrate Chinese information extraction system into
other library service systems, which are serving users, to help in automatic annotation of digital
materials, automatic acquisition of metadata, etc. Also we got more experiences of Developing &
Localizing International Software and using open source software to promote library services.
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